In this paper the ultra lter properties of canonical frames are used to produce a non-standard map between canonical frames of di erent cardinalities. While this map is not a p-morphism, it is presented as a step towards the full understanding of canonical structures.
Introduction
Canonical Frames are well known to most practitioners of modal logic, mostly because their ease of use and universality facilitates completeness proofs. Certainly the underlying construction is conceptually straightforward, however it is a mathematically deep procedure, not in the least because the construction is non-e ective and is closely linked to the mathematically mysterious powerset operation. Further evidence for this can be found in the number of open problems regarding the general structure of Canonical Frames.
An example is the problem posed by Robert Goldblatt in 1]: \If a modal logic is canonical then is it elementary?" We do know from 1] that if it is elementary then it is described by the elementary class of its canonical frame, but this fact gives us little understanding of the canonical frame's true nature beyond the knowledge that it is \saturated" in the sense of Kit Fine's 3].
Our understanding of canonical frames is further complicated by the intrusion of cardinality considerations. For instance, another outstanding problem in the study of canonical frames is the question of whether the cardinality of the underlying language a ects the logic veri ed by the canonical frame. More precisely, suppose that F L ! , the canonical frame of L over a countable language, is a frame for L i.e. that L is !-canonical] then is it the case that F L , the canonical frame of L over a language of arbitrary cardinality , is a frame for L i.e. that L is -canonical for all cardinals ]? We could even go further and ask whether these frames, based on languages of di ering cardinality, are elementarily equivalent.
It may well be that the answer to these questions will be set theoretic in nature or conceivably even independent of ZFC. After all, if the cardinality of the language is , then the cardinality of the canonical frame is 2 suggesting that some property reminiscent of the Continuum Hypothesis may be at work. Even if our approach to these canonical frame problems avoids appeal to these extra-ZFC notions, we will still be strongly tempted to construct some kind of a map between F L ! and F L !1 , and we will naturally be inclined to require that such a map be a p-morphism or at least a map which is almost a p-morphism. Again, because of the cardinality di erence we are unlikely to have much luck if we take these maps to be standard.
So, are there any non-standard p-morphisms between canonical frames, and if so what properties do they have? This is also a di cult question which the author is currently unable to answer, however, it is his belief that any solution to the earlier question will enter life by tumbling out of a solution to this question.
In an attempt to make a start on this problem, we will answer the weaker question: Are there any non-standard injective accessibility preserving maps between canonical frames?
In Section 3 we develop maps which we will call ultra lter embeddings, some of which actually are non-standard, however we won't verify this until Section 6 when we will have su ciently developed the theory of such maps. The particular property of ultra lter embeddings which we use is that for any countable collection of points in F L !1 we can nd an ultra lter embedding from F L ! into F L !1 which will hit every element of that countable collection.
Also in Section 6 we will argue that in some instances, an injective accessibility preserving embedding is the only way to relate F L ! to F L !1 and be guaranteed of hitting some particularly awkward points.
It is the author's hope that this paper and the ultra lter embeddings introduced here will be a basis for further investigation into the canonical frame problems, as well as providing a new tool in the general analysis of canonical frames.
Notation and basic de nitions
Fix for the rest of this paper a modal logic L which we assume to be over languages with the usual connectives of^, :, and . Here we are taking L to be a subclass of the class of all modal formulae (over all possible propositional variables) which is closed under substitution, necessitation, and applications of modus ponens. We trust that the reader will agree that this class can be constructed in an unambiguous manner so that it will correspond to the traditional notion of a logic de ned over a xed language.
For Q a set of propositional variables, 2. NOTATION AND BASIC DEFINITIONS 275 1. Let S(Q) be the set of all well formed modal formulae which take their propositional letters from Q. In this paper we take P, Q, S, etc. to be arbitrary sets of propositional variables.
While we use the term`propositional variables', suggesting a particular type of object we will in fact really use it to identify any objects out of which well formed modal formulae can be uniformly constructed without running into ambiguity problems.
Given a map f : P ?! Q, extend f to S(P) by setting f(A^B) = f(A)^f(B) etc. 1 Also, for f : S(P) ?! S(Q) a map which respects connectives, de ne f + (x) = fA j f(A) 2 xg: The map f + is well known to those familiar with Goldblatt (see e.g. 1]) and from his work we take the well known result:
For f : P ?! Q, f + : F Q ?! F P is a p-morphism, i.e.:
1
These maps are called bounded morphisms in Goldblatt 1] . The question which echoes around this paper is that of whether there are any interesting maps between canonical models which aren't generated in this way, i.e. maps which aren't standard. Definition 2.4 A map h : X P ?! X Q is called standard if h = f + for some connective respecting f : S(Q) ?! S(P), and non-standard otherwise.
Clearly there are non-standard maps, but are there non-standard p-morphisms? While the author has a very limited answer to this question in 4] that answer is not very general and only deals with p-morphisms which are lucky enough to be isomorphisms. We are, however, able to answer a rmatively the question of whether there are any non-standard accessibility preserving embeddings of X P into X Q . The next de nition will make this precise. 
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A Non-Standard Injection Between Canonical Frames We use the additional phrase \accessibility preserving" to distinguish this kind of map from the kind described by the plain word \embedding" which, to many, will strongly suggest a p-morphic embedding.
To round o this section, let us pin down a few miscellaneous pieces of notation:
For X and Y sets, use Y X to denote the collection of all mappings from Y to X; use id to represent the identity function with appropriate domain; use to represent function restriction; by A 2 S(Q) and x 2 X we will mean that A and x are nite sequences whose elements are in S(Q) and X respectively; and nally for X a set use card (X) to represent the cardinality of X.
3 Ultra lter embeddings
The basic map which we will use in our construction of a non-standard accessibility preserving embedding is the ultra lter embedding. The idea behind the construction of these maps is to use an ultra lter on a collection of standard embeddings to average the output of this collection. 2 Fix, for the moment, P Q as sets of propositional variables. Also, set I P;Q = ff : Q ?! P j f P = idg and where unambiguous we will suppress the P; Q so that we just write I. 
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Even though h U is a map between canonical frames over two di erent languages, it is conservative, in the sense that if we restrict ourselves to formulae in S(P) when we look at the makeup of the members of X Q , h U will not e ect any change: Proposition 3.3 For U as above, h U (z) \ S(P) = z. Proof. We show that z h U (z) and by the maximal consistency of both these sets we will get our result. So let A 2 z. Thus for all f 2 I, f(A) = A by f P = id and trivially ff 2 I j f(A) 2 zg = I 2 U giving us that A 2 h U (z).
Our construction will be complete when we verify that h U is indeed accessibility preserving. Theorem 3.4 For U as before, h U is an accessibility preserving injection from F P into F Q .
Proof. That h U is one-one is an immediate consequence of the previous proposition, so all that remains to be shown is that (8z 1 ; z 2 2 X P ) z 1 R P z 2 , h U (z 1 )R Q h U (z 2 )] : So let z 1 ; z 2 2 X P . The if part is straightforward:
with the second line following by restriction, and the third by the previous proposition.
For the only if part, suppose that z 1 R P z 2 and let A 2 h U (z 1 ). By z 1 R P z 2 we have that ff 2 I j f( A) 2 z 1 g = ff 2 I j f(A) 2 z 1 g ff 2 I j f(A) 2 z 2 g: Since the rst of these sets is in U, the last one must also be in U giving A 2 h U (z 2 ).
When U is a principal ultra lter, h U will correspond to a standard map, and this may also be the case for particular non-principal ultra lters. To see that h U can in fact be a non-standard map is relatively straightforward, however we will leave that discussion till the end of the paper at which point the theoretical development will make such a result almost obvious.
Finding variables
To meet our promise of providing an embedding which hits particular points we will adopt a construction closely modeled on that used in the proof of the downward L owenheim Skolem theorem.
A Non-Standard Injection Between Canonical Frames
Our approach will be to take each n-tuple of points that we wish to include (remember that each point is a maximal consistent set of formulae) and extract from those points the formulae, and thus the propositional variables, which contribute to the`variability' in, and the`structure' of the n-tuple. Lemma 4.1 Given P Q and x 2 X Q , there is a set e(P; x), P e(P; x) Q, so that 1. For each A 2 S(Q) (with A and x having the same arity n), there is an f 2 I e(P; x);Q so that (8i 6 n) A i 2 x i , f(A i ) 2 x i ] : 2. card (e(P; x)) 6 max (!; card (P )). Proof. Let x 2 X Q , and let n be the arity of x. We need only look at the case where !hcard(Q) and card (P ) hcard(Q). We will construct the set e(P; x) in stages. Let S be a countable set of new propositional variables distinct from those in Q. Let P 0 = P and suppose that P k has already been constructed. Let k = ff : P k S ?! Q j f is constant on P k , f is one-oneg; let A 2 S(P k S) be of length n, and let k A be the equivalence relation on k de ned
There can be at most 2 n equivalence classes since f k A g i they have the samè signature,' where sig (f) 2 n 2, the signature of f is de ned by sig (f) (i) = 1 i f(A i ) = x i .
So let A k k be a set of size card ? k = k A 6 2 n , with each element a representative of a distinct k A equivalence class. Set
For each f 2 A k the size of range (f) is bounded by card (P k ) + card (S), and there are (card (P k ) + card (S)) n sequences A of length n in S(P k S), thus card (P k+1 ) 6 card (P k ) + 2 n (card (P k ) + card (S)) n+1 6 max (card (P k ) ; !) : So, put P ! = S k2! P k and we complete the proof of this lemma by making the claim that we can put e(P; x) = P ! . The proof of this claim consists of two veri cations:
1.
? 8 A 2 S(Q) (9f 2 I P!;Q ) (8i 6 n) A i 2 x i , f(A i ) 2 x i ]. Let A 2 S(Q). Since A consists of a nite sequence of nitely long formulae we can think that A 2 S (P k (Q ? P ! )) for some k 2 !. Clearly, there is a B 2 S (P k S) and a one-one function g 1 : P k S ?! Q, constant on P k , so that g 1 ? B = A. Further, g 1 has a representative g 2 2 B k in its k B -equivalence class. Now, let f 2 I P!;Q be de ned by f(q) = This follows by our observation that card (P k+1 ) 6 max (card (P k ) ; !).
The above lemma shows that given an n-tuple of points it is possible to nd a collection of propositional variables so that the formulae over those propositional variables adequately`characterizes' all the formulae resident in those points, and that this set of propositional variables is not too large. We will be ready for the next section when we show that we can nd a similar collection of propositional variables which`characterize' any set of points in a canonical frame. Lemma 4.2 Given P Q and Y X Q , there is a set e(P; Y ), P e(P; Y ) Q, so that 1. For each A 2 S(Q) and x 2 Y (each having the same arity n), there is an f 2 I e(P;Y );Q so that (8i 6 n) A i 2 x i , f(A i ) 2 x i ] 2. card (e(P; Y )) 6 max (!; Y; card (P )). Proof. Iterate the operation P 7 ! S x2Y e (P; x) ! many times.
Speci c target embeddings
We are now able to piece together the two previous sections to produce an accessibility preserving embedding from X P 0 to X Q , for some P 0 Q of restricted cardinality, which is guaranteed to hit some pre-speci ed subset of X Q .
To that end, x P Q, Y X Q , set P 0 = e(P; Y ) and let I = I P 0 ;Q . For each A 2 S(Q) and x 2 Y of the same arity n, de ne J A; x = ff 2 I j (8i 6 n) f(A i ) 2 x i , A i 2 x i ]g :
The following set can be extended to an ultra lter U: J A; x j A 2 S(Q), x 2 Y , A and x have the same arity : Proof. That each J A; x is non-empty can be seen directly from Lemma 4.2, so it is su cient to show that for A; x and B; y there is a C; z so that J A; x \ J B; y J C; z . Let C = A a B and z = x a y and suppose that f 2 J C; z . We have two veri cations: For Y X Q and P Q there exists a P 0 , P P 0 Q with card (P 0 ) 6 max (card (Y ) ; card (P ) ; !) so that there is an ultra lter embedding h U : F P 0 ?! F Q with h U (y \ S(P 0 )) = y for all y 2 Y and so range (h U ) Y . Proof. Let I be as given at the start of this section and U as given by the previous lemma. All that remains to be shown is that h U (y \ S(P 0 )) = y for each y 2 Y . So let A 2 S(Q). We know by de nition that (8f 2 J A;y ) f(A) 2 y , A 2 y] and so A 2 y , (8f 2 J A;y ) f(A) 2 y] , f(A) 2 y U a.e. , f(A) 2 y \ S(P 0 ) U a.e. From which we conclude that y h U (y \ S(P 0 )) and maximal consistency gives us our result.
Concluding discussion
The existence of a non-standard embedding can now be seen through the use of an observation of Hajnal Andr eka 2]: Theorem 6.1 (Andr eka) Suppose that L is a logic which admits arbitrarily many distinguishable alternatives 3 and that card (Q)icard (P ) > !. Then there is a point in X Q which is not in the image of any standard p-morphism from F P to F Q . Proof. Let y 2 X Q be a maximal consistent extension of f (p^:q) j p; q 2 Q; p 6 = qg. Because L admits arbitrarily many distinguishable alternatives this set is indeed consistent.
Assume that y = g + (x) for some x 2 X P and some connective respecting g : S(Q) ?! S(P). Since card (Q)icard (P ) > !, g(q) = g(p) for some p; q 2 Q. Thus`L : (g(p)^:g(q)) and so by necessitation`L : (g(p)^:g(q)) giving`L :g ( (p^:q)). So g ( (p^:q)) = 2 x and we conclude that (p^:q) = 2 g + (x) = y a contradiction.
6. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 281 Since our construction shows that for most logics there is an ultra lter embedding which will hit the y constructed in our proof above, we know that such an embedding will indeed be non-standard.
The reader should be reminded that these ultra lter embeddings are by no means p-morphisms and apart from the author's results in 4] to the author's knowledge the existence of non-standard p-morphisms between non-isomorphic structures still remains open. 4 However, these non-standard ultra lter embeddings will sometimes be the best we can do.
Consider this extension of Andr eka's argument: Suppose that 2 card(Q) i2 card(P ) holds 5 and that L is a logic which admits arbitrarily many distinguishable alternatives. Set y to be a maximal consistent extension of ? : k1 p 1^: : :^: kn p n j (k 1 ; : : : ; k n ) 2 n 2; n 2 !; p 1 ; : : : ; p n 2 Q where we take : 0 = :: and : 1 = :. As with Andr eka's argument the above set is clearly nitely consistent and y must have 2 card(Q) many alternatives because for each subset X of Q there must be a y alternative which a rms only the variables of X and no others. In this case, there is no way that y could be in a standard or non-standard p-morphic image of F P (since 2 card(Q) y-alternatives will be in that same image) and so if we are really intent on hitting y, the ultra lter embedding may well be the limit of what we can hope for.
